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Abstract—With recent technological advances, more people
are moving towards the use of renewable energy instead of
fossil fuels. This group includes the photovoltaic technologies
that have been improving by leaps and bounds, although they
still need a lot of development. Factors as the dust still need
further research. In the same vein, this dissertation investigates
the influence of sand, type of dust, and colour on the energy
performance of CdTe modules. For this, experimental tests were
carried out in the presence of sand and without its presence. In
the tests without sand, it was found that the transparency and
colour of the modules had an influence on the results, due to
their connection with the spotlight irradiation spectrum. In the
case of the presence of sand, with various densities, a general
decrease in energy assessment parameters was observed with the
exception of Fill Factor. For the computational simulation of the
implemented 1M5P model, both cases were evaluated, and for
the absence of sand, the errors ranged from 9.19 to 11.30%, not
being very significant. With sand, the errors varied between 8.87
and 12.09%, but without any tendency with the increase of sand.
It can be concluded that the model is representative and serves as
an error metric for tests without sand because it was developed
for this specific case. However, in the case of the tests with sand,
it is no longer representative so, it would be necessary to consider
in its development factors such as humidity and temperature.

Index Terms—Photovoltaic Technology, Thin film, Single-Diode
Model, Sand Tests.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVer the past few years, climate change has increasingly
been a topic of discussion. The consumption of fossil

fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas over the last decades has
been the main cause for this phenomenon. The need for change
has led us to the development of alternatives to this problem,
amongst them renewable energies [1]. Solar technologies have
gained prominence in this group, not only nationally but also
internationally, since they have shown a good capability to
adapt to the demand for electrical energy [2], reducing environ-
mental impacts. Hence, this type of applications have been the
target of government and private sector investment [3] in order
to develop more sophisticated solar cells with higher electrical
efficiencies [4]. The impact of factors influencing performance
has been subject of study. Studies analyzing the influence of
temperature and irradiance on energy production are already
well defined and characterized by models with good precision

[5]. On the contrary, despite being a phenomenon studied by
several researchers [6], [7], the influence of dust on energy
conversion still has many issues to be solved. Although there
have been several studies, the subject has only really started to
be mainstreamed more recently. This is due to the increased
interest in installing this form of energy creation by means
of solar energy in areas of the world where the rate of dust
deposition is very high (arid areas), which in turn are the
areas where the best global horizontal irradiation conditions
are obtained [7].Therefore, a more detailed analysis on how
dust influences the parameters that characterize a solar cell
has relevance. In this line, the development of this thesis is
based on experimental work to investigate the influence of
dust, one type of dust, on the performance of Photovoltaic
(PV) modules with CdTe solar cell technology.In order to do
so, it was necessary a previous review of the parameters in
which this performance assessment is conducted, an analysis
not only of this technology but also of the others available on
the market and finally an explanation of what the phenomenon
of dust is and its investigations over time.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Solar cell technologies, such as the one used in this dis-
sertation (CdTe), can be classified in several ways, one of
them being by their generation [8]. This concept is related to
the development of the technologies and can be divided into
3 generations: the first generation, the second generation and
the third. These same cells are known to be p-n semiconductor
junctions manufactured in a thin rubber or semiconductor
layer. When exposed to light, a photocurrent will be generated
which is proportional to the solar radiation if the photon energy
is equal or greater than the band gap energy. Moreover, their
behaviour can be described through a model as 1M3P and
1M5P, the difference between them being that in the case of
5 unknown parameters two resistances are placed: a series
with the diode (p-n junction) and another in parallel which
represent the losses by contact effects and by leakage current
respectively, leading to a model closer to reality [9]. The
equation governing this model is described in (1), representing
the output current value as a function of the output voltage as
well as the other 5 unknown parameters.
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These models are greatly influenced by various factors such
as temperature, irradiance and shading and these are already
well known [9], [10]. On the contrary, sand and other dust par-
ticles, which have only recently started to be studied and there
are no ideal ways to solve it yet [11], [12]. This phenomenon
can greatly harm energy performance, as has been proven by
several researchers, both in terms of efficiency and maximum
power [1], [6]. One way in which this phenomenon can arise
is through the use of dust mitigation methods which will
greatly improve the performance of the modules in the long
term.These methods can be divided into two groups: manual
cleaning where the name is very explicit and self cleaning
[13]. These appeared with the aim of automating the cleaning
processes, and are also separated into two groups being these
active and passive and that for some situations there may be
commutations between both.

III. METHODOLOGY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND
SIMULATION TRIALS

The experimental tests were performed with the main objec-
tive of obtaining the I-V and P-V characteristic curves of the
CdTe modules, under unnatural spotlight illumination. This
was done in order to observe the impact of dust and the
colour of the panels on photovoltaic energy production. For
this purpose, various quantities of dust density are deposited
on the six panels with different colors with transparency of
40 % (Blue, Green) and 50 % (Grey, Orange, Red, Yellow).
For comparison purposes, a sand-free test was also performed
for the same panels and with the aim of evaluating how the
colors of the panel influence the performance of the PV. The
experimental setup is represented with some of the material
used in figures 1 and 2:

Fig. 1. Experimental material: 1) Solar module , 2) Halogen spotlight, 3)
Steel structure

Considering the proposed objectives, the circuit was assem-
bled in order to keep the panel under constant irradiation from
the spotlights, so they were attached under a metallic structure
with fixed distance from the panel (d=0.70 m). It is important
to mention that the tests were performed only for a zero angle
of inclination of the modules in relation to the horizontal and

Fig. 2. Experimental material: a) Ammeter , b) Breadboard with resistances,
c) Voltmeter , d) fixed resistor

with the influence of ambient light. The test procedure for the
trials without dust gone as follows: first the panel was allowed
to warm up a little under the illumination that comes from the
spotlights (∼10 minutes) for all tests, then with the rest of
the material already assembled the load resistance value was
modified by varying the resistances in series in order to obtain
the I-V curve for each test. So as to obtain these values of
voltage and current, a voltmeter and an ammeter were used.
The ammeter used is not a actual ammeter rather a voltmeter
measuring the current that flow through the fixed resistor of 1
Ω(whose voltage will be equal to the current).The temperature
values of the panel were recorded using a thermometer in the
beginning and in the end of each test. In sand tests which are
illustrated in figure 3, the procedure is very similar with the
differences to be found in the non-heating of the panel before
taking values and due to the randomness on the disposing of
sand on them, for each quantity 5 test were made and then
averaged.

Fig. 3. Trials with dust deposition

In order to evaluate the influence of colour on the absorption
of irradiance coming from the spotlights by cells, it was
studied in which area of the visible spectrum the irradiation
coming from the halogen spotlights is emitted the most.
The ones used have a color temperature of 2900 K, which
corresponds to the orange color in the light spectrum (∼
600 nm). The 1M5P model was implemented in MATLAB,
with the aim of evaluating the accuracy of the experimental
method since this model based on an iterative method is
already validated for STC conditions and various irradiances.
This requires the evaluation of the model, comparing the
experimental results obtained for the experimental test with
and without sand with the data generated by the model. This
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model makes use of the 5 parameters extraction method for
a single-diode model developed by Vincenzo Stornelli [14],
in which by means of an iterative method it is possible to
estimate the five unknown parameters of the 1M5P model
taking into account the values provided in the datasheet by
the photovoltaic module manufacturers.The iterative method is
divided into two parts: the Rs model in which the Rsh effect
is neglected, in order to achieve the optimal values for the
ideality factor and the Rs; the other is the Rsh model in which
the values obtained in the previous iterative method are then
used in order to achieve the optimal Rsh value. This model
with parameter extraction is performed in 3 phases: the first
is to obtain the values of the datasheet and the experimental
I-V curves through an excel file, then the values are extracted
for the parameter estimation method to obtain the 5 unknown
parameters. When obtaining these values,we have to normalize
some of them to the irradiance in which the tests were
performed [10] and only then apply them to the expression
(1) of the 1M5P model to obtain the expected curve. Finally,
the accuracy analysis of the experimental procedure based on
Root-mean-square error (RMSE) and Normalized Root-mean-
square error (NRMSE) will be conducted [15].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of experiments performed in the laboratory for
the solar CdTe modules, in the absence of any type of dirt
and in the presence of various amounts of dust density are
presented in this section. This study is carried out in order
to validate the accuracy of the experimental tests by means
of a 1M5P model and to check the impact of the dust,
colour for these various tests. The characteristic curves for
sand-free tests I-V and P-V are represented in figures 4 e 5
where for reasons of better perceptibly, the curves have been
separated by transparency in two figures. In the following table
I are represented the photovoltaic parameters of the modules
separated by their colour:

Fig. 4. Trials without dust deposition - Blue and Green (50%), Grey (40%)

When analysing the experimental results obtained, the im-
portance of the transparency of the panels in terms of energy

Fig. 5. Trials without dust deposition - Orange, Red and Yellow (40%)

TABLE I: CdTe trials without dust - parameters values
Blue Green Grey Oran. Red Yell.

Isc (mA) 34.9 33.9 39.5 42.5 38.2 41.5
Voc (V) 87.20 86.30 92.70 90.90 90.60 89.40
Pm (W) 1.918 1.824 2.425 2.491 2.287 2.480
T (◦C) 34.0 36.0 33.0 36.0 33.0 35.5
η (%) 2.80 2.67 3.55 3.64 3.34 3.63
FF (%) 63.02 62.35 66.23 64.48 66.01 66.84
Rs(Ω) 370.4 333.3 321.4 285.7 288.4 286.7
Rsh(kΩ) 68.6 66.5 77.0 83.3 75.7 81.5

production performance is quite visible with respect to all
parameters, especially in terms of maximum power values and
in efficiency (η). Regarding the parasitic resistances, it is also
noticeable that for the percentage of transparency of 50 %,
the values of Rs are higher and those of Rsh are lower than
those of 40 %, which makes sense, because we are talking
about modules with more energy deficit that will lead to a
greater deviation of the ideal conditions (Rs=0 and Rsh=∞).
Within the colour of the modules, and how this will influence
the performance of the panels, it will have to be taken into
account in which area of the visible spectrum the halogen
spotlights emit the most light. As already mentioned in the
last chapter, the correspondent region is ∼ 600 nm which
represents the orange color. This makes sense according to
the results obtained since the orange module presents the best
results in terms of yield, open circuit current and parasitic
resistances, even though the yellow module is not so far
behind.

The average characteristic curves in the presence of dust are
divided for each colour and all sand densities are represented:
Blue on figure 6, Green on figure 7, Grey on figure 8, Orange
on figure 9, Red on figure 10 and Yellow on figure 11. The
values of the parameters are grouped in sand densities for all
the colors in the respective tables: table II for 69.4 g/m2, table
III for 138.9 g/m2 and table IV for 208.3 g/m2.

When analysing the experimental results obtained, it can be
seen that, as would be expected, the effect that sand deposition
will have on the panels is very similar to a shading situation,
because the grains of sand will block the cells inserted in the
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Fig. 6. CdTe Blue with dust deposition - Average I-V and P-V curve for
different densities

Fig. 7. CdTe Green with dust deposition - Average I-V and P-V curve for
different densities

Fig. 8. CdTe Grey with dust deposition - Average I-V and P-V curve for
different densities

Fig. 9. CdTe Orange with dust deposition - Average I-V and P-V curve for
different densities

Fig. 10. CdTe Red with dust deposition - Average I-V and P-V curve for
different densities

Fig. 11. CdTe Yellow with dust deposition - Average I-V and P-V curve for
different densities
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panel from absorbing the radiation emitted by the spotlight.
Another factor that influences a considerable amount is the
humidity, since it is introduced due to the sand that not
being at the same temperature as the panel could cause this
phenomenon in it. Furthermore, the temperature at which the
panel is at will also have a great influence due to sand not
having a linear distribution along the panel which will cause
changes in the values obtained this is because large mounds
of sand can create hotspots and increase the temperature
of a given cell that lowers the current and voltage and,
consequently, the current and voltage of all the group of cells
or even the entire module. Now, looking again at the results
obtained for all the panels and for all the current densities, it
can be seen that the Isc values of Voc will decrease when the
sand density increases which in turn will decrease the power
at the MPP and the yield η. The parasitic resistance values, as
mentioned earlier, follow the trends as Rs will increase and
Rsh is decreasing the more sand is deposited. Despite the fact
that the sand densities applied for all colours were the same,
in practice they did not have the same shading percentages as
for each test it was impossible to replicate the same condition
in the following one, which makes it impossible in some cases
for the cell filaments to be shaded more than others and thus
to vary the currents, voltages and powers differently for each
specific test. As far as the fill factor (FF ) is concerned, one
would expect it to decrease the more sand is deposited on
the panel, i.e. the higher the shading. Although the datasheet
contains the information that the panel has bypass diodes (not
saying how many, nor their arrangement along the panel),
when looking at the experimental results obtained for sand
deposition, one gets the idea that they do not actually exist. It
should be highlighted as well that the temperature values were
greatly influenced by the ambient temperature that was felt in
a few days of the trials and that, in turn, would increase the
value of the panel temperature and consequently vary all the
other parameter values.

TABLE II: CdTe trials with dust - parameters values for 69.4
g/m2

Blue Green Grey Oran. Red Yell.
Isc (mA) 30.6 31.3 35 35.2 35.1 38.2
Voc (V) 85.62 84.48 90.24 88.46 87.78 87.36
Pm (W) 1.656 1.648 2.039 1.994 1.974 2.165
T (◦C) 38.1 39.8 39.5 40.6 40.3 40.8
η (%) 2.42 2.41 2.98 2.91 2.89 3.17
FF (%) 63.14 62.28 64.60 64.02 64.06 64.88
Rs(Ω) 392.3 340.7 342.9 300.0 325.9 318.5
Rsh(kΩ) 30.6 31.1 34.6 69.0 69.1 75.4

V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES VALIDATION

This section aims to validate the effectiveness of the exper-
imental method by comparing it with a model implemented
in Matlab. After verifying the effectiveness of the model
for experimental tests without the presence of sand, it will
be used for tests without sand to see how it behaves. It

TABLE III: CdTe trials with dust - parameters values for 138.9
g/m2

Blue Green Grey Oran. Red Yell.
Isc (mA) 28.3 30.2 31.8 32.9 33.2 33.22
Voc (V) 84.86 83.60 89.26 87.92 87.28 87.16
Pm (W) 1.532 1.560 1.791 1.854 1.863 1.924
T (◦C) 39.2 40.4 40.3 40.8 41.1 40.8
η (%) 2.24 2.28 2.62 2.71 2.72 2.83
FF (%) 63.83 61.81 63.03 64.08 64.32 66.75
Rs(Ω) 400.0 369.2 370.4 340.7 348.1 346.1
Rsh(kΩ) 21.7 22.7 32.1 32.5 33.2 33.0

TABLE IV: CdTe trials with dust - parameters values for 208.3
g/m2

Blue Green Grey Oran. Red Yell.
Isc (mA) 25.4 25.6 25.8 29.6 31.7 31.4
Voc (V) 84.70 83.15 89.08 87.80 86.96 86.68
Pm (W) 1.392 1.321 1.489 1.705 1.806 1.802
T (◦C) 38.3 39.3 37.8 40.0 41.2 40.9
η (%) 2.03 1.93 2.18 2.49 2.64 2.64
FF (%) 64.76 62.13 64.87 65.52 65.44 66.31
Rs(Ω) 415.4 413.5 400.0 369.2 376.9 392.3
Rsh(kΩ) 13.3 13.3 19.4 29.5 24.1 16.6

starts by presenting the simulations performed to evaluate
the efficacy of the experimental process for the tests with
the CdTe technology panel without the presence of dust, by
comparing them with those obtained in the laboratory tests.
As previously mentioned, for result analysis the error metrics
used were RMSE and NRMSE for the current values obtained
in the model and experimentally. The simulated (red) and
experimental (blue) I-V characteristic curves are represented
by module colour Blue, Green, Grey, Orange, Red and Yellow
in the figures 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 respectively .

Fig. 12. Simulations for the 1M5P model without dust - CdTe Blue

When analysing the achieved I-V curves, it was observed
that the simulated and experimental ones are very identical
in form with the only difference to reside in an offset value
between them being that offset represented by the error value
obtained from RMSE. In terms of the value of the errors
obtained, it can be seen that there is no greater difference be-
tween them, these vary between 9.2 %and 11.3 % for NRMSE
which again are not representative values.The value of Voc
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Fig. 13. Simulations for the 1M5P model without dust - CdTe Green

Fig. 14. Simulations for the 1M5P model without dust - CdTe Grey

Fig. 15. Simulations for the 1M5P model without dust - CdTe Orange

Fig. 16. Simulations for the 1M5P model without dust - CdTe Red

Fig. 17. Simulations for the 1M5P model without dust - CdTe Yellow

and the voltages along the curve have also suffered some
error.As you can see from the images, the model curve stops
at the Voc experimental only to make it easier to calculate
the errors because both curves have to have the same number
of points. However, it is known that these voltages would
continue until they cross the value of the current equal to
zero. It was also noticed that the more the current values
taken experimentally were close to the datasheet values the
smaller the error for that given colour. Furthermore, the fact
that the percentage of transparency is higher or lower does
not result in a greater error. It is noteworthy that, as in the
experimental, the panel that shows the best results in terms
of error is the orange again. Therefore, although the 1M5P
model for the sand-free tests adequately portrays the behaviour
of the experimental I-V curve for the laboratory conditions
already explained, this model presents some flaws as regards
the difference in the current values obtained due to flaws
in the experimental procedures which is represented by the
offset between them. Nevertheless, errors are low between the
simulated and the experimental curve so it can be said that the
model is representative for the laboratory conditions imposed
for the tests.

Then come the simulations for the trials with sand deposi-
tion and the evaluation of the effectiveness of these trials which
is made by a similar process as in the previous simulations. In
order to obtain the modelled curves, the shading percentages
obtained in the trials, which are represented by sand density
for each color in tables V, VI and VII ,were applied to the
datasheet values for each of the colours and for each of the
sand densities, all of which will be different in each test
performed for the reasons already mentioned in the previous
chapter. The datasheet parameters to which these percentages
were applied are the short-circuit current, the current and the
power at the point of maximum power. It should be noted that
the shading percentages taken from the short-circuit current
values were the same as those applied at the current point
corresponding to the MPP. The figures of the characteristic
curves both experimental and modelled are represented by
colour and sand density in figures 18, 19 and 20 for the blue
module, in figures 21, 22 and 23 for the green module, in
figures 24, 25 and 26 for the grey module, in figures 27, 28
and 29 for the orange module, in the figures 30, 31 and 32 for
the red module and in figures 33, 34 and 35 for the yellow
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module.

TABLE V: Shading percentages for all colors - Current and
power variations from sand free trials for 69.4 g/m2

Blue Green Grey Oran. Red Yell.
Isc (mA) 30.6 31.3 35.0 35.2 35.1 38.2
∆Isc (%) -12.32 -7.67 -11.39 -17.18 -8.12 -7.95
Pm (W) 1.656 1.648 2.039 1.994 1.974 2.165
∆Pm (%) -16.26 -9.66 -15.91 -19.97 -13.69 -12.70

TABLE VI: Shading percentages for all colors - Current and
power variations from sand free trials for 138.9 g/m2

Blue Green Grey Oran. Red Yell.
Isc (mA) 28.3 30.2 31.8 32.9 33.2 33.2
∆Isc (%) -18.91 -10.91 -19.49 -22.59 -13.09 -20.00
Pm (W) 1.532 1.560 1.791 1.854 1.863 1.924
∆Pm (%) -22.56 -14.50 -26.14 -25.59 -18.55 -22.43

TABLE VII: Shading percentages for all colors - Current and
power variations from sand free trials for 208.3 g/m2

Blue Green Grey Oran. Red Yell.
Isc (mA) 25.4 25.6 25.8 29.6 31.7 31.4
∆Isc (%) -27.22 -24.48 -34.68 -30.35 -17.02 -24.34
Pm (W) 1.392 1.321 1.489 1.705 1.806 1.802
∆Pm (%) -29.65 -27.48 -38.61 -31.55 -21.04 -27.32

By analysing the modelled and experimental I-V curves it
can be seen that the shape of the curves remains more or less
unchanged even applying the shading percentages for each
of the colours and for each of the densities. When analysing
the results for sand modelling, it was observed that there was
a tendency for a decrease in the RMSE. One would expect
that with the increase in the quantity of sand, the standard
error would increase which did not occur and, in fact, there
was no trend along the increase in the density of sand this
because in some cases this increases to one quantity and the
next decreases and vice versa. This results from the influence
of factors such as the temperature that will have a non-linear
distribution along the panel and with the introduction of sand
one would have to take into account the humidity that it
would cause in the panel this because it will be at a different
temperature from the panel. It can therefore be concluded that
the model implemented for the situation with sand deposition
is not suitable for this purpose.

Comparing the results obtained for the two cases, it can be
said that for the laboratory conditions already described earlier
the model does not deviate much from reality when testing
without sand deposition. On the contrary, when simulating the
sand tests, since no trend was observed, it can be said that the
model does not represent the real situation at all. In summary,
the model is representative and can serve as an error metric
for the trials without sand whereas in the trials with sand
deposition the model is not suitable for the reasons already
mentioned.

Fig. 18. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 69.4 g/m2 - CdTe Blue

Fig. 19. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 138.9 g/m2 - CdTe Blue

Fig. 20. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 208.3 g/m2 - CdTe Blue

Fig. 21. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 69.4 g/m2 - CdTe Green
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Fig. 22. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 138.9 g/m2 - CdTe Green

Fig. 23. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 208.3 g/m2 - CdTe Green

Fig. 24. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 69.4 g/m2 - CdTe Grey

Fig. 25. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 138.9 g/m2 - CdTe Grey

Fig. 26. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 208.3 g/m2 - CdTe Grey

Fig. 27. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 69.4 g/m2 - CdTe Orange

Fig. 28. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 138.9 g/m2 - CdTe Orange

Fig. 29. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 208.3 g/m2 - CdTe Orange
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Fig. 30. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 69.4 g/m2 - CdTe Red

Fig. 31. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 138.9 g/m2 - CdTe Red

Fig. 32. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 208.3 g/m2 - CdTe Red

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The main objectives of this dissertation were based on the
analysis of colour impact and sand deposition of panels with
CdTe technology. A total of 96 experimental tests without
the presence of sand were performed to evaluate the effect
of colour and with the presence of sand on energy perfor-
mance parameters, exposing them to laboratory conditions
of unnatural irradiance. The effectiveness of the model in
replicating what was done in the laboratory was implemented,
verified and tested in Matlab. This was done by comparing
the simulations obtained for the situation without sand and
in the presence of sand deposition. When carrying out the
tests without the presence of sand for the CdTe modules, it

Fig. 33. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 69.4 g/m2 - CdTe Yellow

Fig. 34. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 138.9 g/m2 - CdTe Yellow

Fig. 35. Simulations for the 1M5P model with 208.3 g/m2 - CdTe Yellow

was found that the transparency percentages of these modules
have a certain relevance in terms of the values obtained
for the energy efficiency analysis parameters, which is in
accordance with the values in the datasheet for them. It was
also observed that the parasitic resistance values for the panels
with lower transparency percentage, are closer to the ideal
situation (Rs = 0 and Rsh = ∞) than the others due to
their higher light absorption capacity. As far as the colour of
the panels is concerned, this also has some influence on their
performance. Knowing that, the halogen spotlights emit in the
zone of the spectrum between 585-615 nm which corresponds
to the zone of the visible spectrum closest to the colours orange
and yellow, we evaluated the results achieved for each of the
colours. The panels with the above mentioned colours show
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the best performance in the tests, which matches what the
spectral analysis was. Although the differences between them
are minimal, it can be said that the orange module is the
one that behaves best in this set of tests for the conditions
of unnatural laboratory irradiance. The experimental tests in
the presence of sand made it possible to verify that with the
increase of sand deposition the tendency was the decrease of
almost all the parameters of the energy performance evalua-
tion, this because it is in the presence of shading. Although, the
deposition quantities were the same for all the panels, it was
not verified that the shading percentages were the same for the
same sand densities in each of the panels, the reason for that
was already highlighted. The variation in short-circuit current
was between 7.67-12.32 % for 69.4 g/m2 of sand deposited,
between 10.91-22.59 % for 138.9 g/m2 and 17.02-34.68 % for
208.3 g/m2. In the case of maximum power it varied between
9.66-19.97 % for the first density, for the second between
14.50-26.14 % and for the third between 21.04-38.61 %. It was
also found that the parasitic resistance followed the expected
trends towards increasing sand, the value of Rs was increasing
and that of Rsh was decreasing, thus escaping the ideal
situation . The value of FF did not follow any trend either,
although the expected trend was to decrease as deposition
increased. One would expect that in these shading tests the
existence of bypass diodes would be verified as indicated in
the datasheet of the panel which has not been verified. It has
been found that both humidity and temperature will have a
large implications on the difference in the shading percentages
between modules and colours. With the simulations made with
the 1M5P model for the tests with the panels without sand
the simulated characteristic curves are very identical to the
experimental curves in terms of shape. It was also verified
that a higher percentage of transparency of the panel will not
mean a higher associated error value. For the evaluation of the
difference between the two, RMSE and NRMSE tools were
used as error metrics and the term of comparison was the
current value along the curve. The standard errors obtained
ranged from 9.20-11.30 %, the values being the offset between
one curve and the other. It was observed that once again,
the panel with the best RMSE result is the one that already
had the best performance in tests without sand, this being the
orange panel. It can be said that the model for the sand-free
tests is representative both in terms of error and in terms
of modelling the experimental part taking into account the
laboratory conditions. In simulations with sand deposition, the
shading percentages were applied to the short-circuit current
values and the current and power in the datasheet in order
to try to recreate the shading obtained experimentally. It was
observed that the simulated and experimental curves are again
identical in terms of shape.The following errors were obtained
for each of the dust densities: between 9.32-12.09 % for 69.3
g/m2 , between 9.35-11.93 % for 138.9 g/m2 and between
8.87-11.73 % for 208.3 g/m2. It was found that the values
of the errors obtained do not show any tendency when the
sand density increases, this will be related to the absence of
temperature + humidity factors for the model realization. That

said, although the standardised errors in the sand tests are
not representative, the fact that the errors do not follow a
trend when the sand density increases, it calls into question
the validation of the model for the experimental conditions
and also as a measure of effectiveness for the experimental
procedure. Based on the results obtained, it can be stated that
the unknown parameters of the 1M5P model are important
and necessary for the study of electrical production. However,
it is really necessary to combine them with atmospheric
factors such as temperature, irradiance and in the case of sand
deposition the effect of humidity together with temperature.
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